Sports Awards

MAVERICKS JUNIOR BOYS 1
MVP Aaron Carrasquinho
Coach’s Award Zachary Robinson

REDBACKS MID JUNIOR 2
MVP Steel Flight
Coach’s Award Matthew Alexander

ALLSTARS MID JUNIOR 1
MVP Liam Ashworth
Coach’s Award Campbell McNeil

MVP (Game Vs Iona College)
Dominic Daines
MVP (Game Vs Villa Nova)
Daniel Curtis

FOOTBALL
Best on Ground Mitchell Gill

HOUSE TROPHIES

INDIVIDUAL & HOUSE CHAMPIONS

ATHLETICS
Year 7 Champion Carlo Vinci
Year 7 Runner Up Mathew Russo
Year 8 Champion Riley Varnavides
Year 8 Runner Up Daniel Clare
Year 9 Champion Jake Vaughan
Year 9 Runner Up Thomas Amos
Year 10 Champion Jesse Sequeira
Year 10 Runner Up Steven Ricci
Year 11 Champion Luke Fouwler
Year 11 Runner Up Nikola Sequeira
Year 12 Champion Harry Abraham
Year 12 Runner Up Zac Eyles
Champion House Gavin

CROSS-COUNTRY
Year 7 Champion Bez Peglar
Year 7 Runner Up Carlo Vinci
Year 8 Champions Riley Varnavides Thomas Pope
Year 8 Runner Up Baylee James
Year 9 Champion Thomas Amos
Year 9 Runner Up Harrison Whitley
Year 10 Champion Justin Van Nieuwburg
Year 9 Runner Up Sam Mclean
Year 11 Champion Conner Mackay
Year 11 Runner Up Cameron Sermon
Year 12 Champion Harry Abraham
Year 12 Runner Up Dean Munns
Champion House Templier & Gavin

SWIMMING
Year 7 Champion Reilly Kennedy
Year 7 Runner Up Blake Mansfield
Year 8 Champion Michael Verran
Year 8 Runner Up Anthony Pain
Year 9 Champion Jackson Govers
Year 9 Runner Up Sean Ford
Year 10 Champion Liam Ashworth Justin Van Nieuwburg
Year 10 Runner Up Angus Scrimgeour
Year 11 Champion Henry Fisher
Year 11 Runner Up Brayden Anh
Year 12 Champion Stefano Sabatino
Year 12 Runner Up Harry Abraham
Champion House (Fr Kevin Davine Trophy) Templier

FRANCIS FERNANDO INTER-HOUSE TROPHY

SPECIAL AWARDS

FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR
Dean Munns
CRICKETER OF THE YEAR
Daniel Curtis
SOCCER PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Callum Burton
BASKETBALLER OF THE YEAR
Brighton Pass
HOCKEY PLAYER OF THE YEAR
John Curtis
TENNIS PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Nick D’Ignazio
RUGBY PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Luke Fouwler
SWIMMER OF THE YEAR
Jackson Govers
ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
Harry Abraham

JUNIOR SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR NOMINEES
Thomas Amos
Baylee James
Giles Dant

SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR Nominees
Harry Abraham
Ben Smith
Ben Whitsed
Mitchell Gill
Cameron Sermon
Jack Baker

SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR
Harry Abraham

SPORTING EXCELLENCE AWARDS

ACC SWIMMING
Jackson Govers
Xavier West
Angus Scrimgeour

ACC ATHLETICS
Aidan Gordon
Michael Garfield

ACC CRICKET
Jack Baker

SWIMMING NATIONAL AGE AND OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP EVENTS
Justin Van Nieuwburg
Jackson Govers

STATE SCHOOLBOYS 16s CRICKET TEAM - TASMANIA TOUR
Morgan O’Rourke

WA STATE U16 BASEBALL TEAM
Jesse Sequeira

STATE KAYAKING TEAM AT NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Rupert McDonald

STATE Karate Champion Ben Gregory

STATE SCHOOLBOYS BASKETBALL TEAM
Dyson Lowe

SCHOOL SPORT WA STATE TEAM IN NATIONAL SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP
Michael Verran

WA COUNTRY TEAM FOR NATIONAL BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Scott Cocking

STATE GAELIC FOOTBALL TEAM
Jason Edwards
Kade Tucker
Sam Buitenhaus
Harry Abraham

NATIONAL WATER SKIING TITLES - SLALOM
Harry Abraham

STATE SOCCER TEAM
Thomas Pope
Thomas Jabb

NATIONAL MOUNTAIN BIKE CHAMPIONSHIPS - ADELAIDE, MOUNTAIN BIKING AND CYCLING STATE TEAM PURSUIT NATIONALS - MELBOURNE.

JUNIOR ROAD TOUR - NEW ZELAND.

TEAM CAPTAIN FOR WA AT THE JUNIOR TRACK CYCLING.

NATIONALS JUNIOR ROAD NATIONALS - CANBERRA

REYSE TUCKNET

ALL AUSTRALIAN SELECTION IN STATE SCHOOLBOYS AFL CHAMPIONSHIPS

AUSTRALIAN TEAM AT OLYMPIC HOPES KAYAKING REGATTA - HUNGARY
Ben Hams

UNICYCLING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS - ITALY
Ennio Folinii

AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR KAYAKING TEAM - COMPETED AT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS - USA
Brodie Crawford